
FILM / VIDEO – RISK ASSESSMENT RECORD 
 

Production  
Location  
Date & Duration  
Description of Work Activity        (including People at Risk) 

 
 
 
 

Hazard Identification 
Hazard Present Risk Assessment 

YES NO SEVERITY LIKELIHOOD TOTAL 

00. Extra Production Equipment (Jib, Track etc.)      

01. Access / Exits      

02. Animals (domestic or wild)      

03. Audiences      

04. Biological Agents / Infection / Illness / Injury      

05. Cables      

06. Civil Unrest / Crime      

07. Confined Spaces      

08. Cranes / Hoists      

09. Derelict Buildings      

10. Electricity or Gas (other than normal supplies)      

11. Explosives / Incendiaries      
12. Fire / Flammable Materials      

13. Firearms / Weapons      

14. Flying      

15. Hazardous Substances      

16. Hazardous Terrain      

17. Heat / Cold / Extreme Weather      
18. Inexperience      

19. Lasers / Stroboscopic Effects      

20. Machinery / Industry      

21. Manual Handling / Lifting      

22. Night Operations / Difficult Lighting Conditions      

23. Noise / High Sound Levels      

24. Personal Protective Equipment      

25. Physical Exertion      

26. Public / Crowds      

27. Pyrotechnics      

28. Radiation      
29. Roads / Motorways      

30. Scaffolds / Rostra      

31. Special Effects      

32. Special Needs (children, disabilities etc.)      

33. Specialist Equipment      

34. Specialist Rescue / First Aid      
35. Stunts / Dangerous Activities      

36. Transportation      

37. Tools      

38. Underwater / Underground      

39. Vehicles / Speed      

40. Water / Proximity to Water      

41. Working at Height      

42. Working Overseas      

43.       

44.       

45.       



 
Specific Hazard Identified Control Measure in Place to Minimise Risk 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

The Information on this Sheet 
was assessed by: 

 Date   

Role / Job Title 
 
 

  Signature  

The Location and Final Risk 
Assessment was signed off by: 

 Date  Signature  



 

S 
E 
V 
E 
R 
I 
T 
Y 

FATAL / SEVERE 5 10 15 20 25 
MAJOR INJURY 4 8 12 16 20 
‘3 DAY’ INJURY 3 6 9 12 15 

FIRST AID INJURY 2 4 6 8 10 
MINOR 1 2 3 4 5 

 SLIGHT    IMMINENT 
 L   I   K   E   L   I   H   O   O   D 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Referring to the Risk Assessment Chart you need to assess each Hazard according to how 

severe the possible outcome if something were to happen set against the likelihood of it 

happening. 

For any hazard identified you should make sure you install Control (preventative) Measures 

to lower or negate the risk of anything happening. You should always be aware of the risks 

and have safeguards, as well as systems in place if anything does go wrong (first aid etc.). 

  

1 to 6     Hazard identified, risk of Injury, control measures required. 

7 to 10   Risk of Bad Injury, control measures necessary to lower risk. 

11 to 19  Risking Major Injury – Definite chance of an accident. 

20 to 25  Almost certain to be a Severe Injury or Fatality. 



 

 

 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

What is Risk Assessment? 

A Risk Assessment is nothing more than a careful examination of what, in your work, could 

cause harm to people, so that you can weigh up whether you have taken enough precautions 

or should do more to prevent harm. The aim is to make sure that no one gets hurt or becomes 

ill. Accidents and ill health can ruin lives, and affect your production too if output is lost, 

equipment is damaged, insurance/budget costs increase, or you have to go to court. The 

important things you need to decide are whether a hazard is significant, and whether you 

have it covered by satisfactory precautions so that the risk is small. You need to check this 

when you assess the risks. For instance, electricity can kill but the risk of it doing so is remote, 

provided that equipment has been properly checked, ‘live’ components are insulated and 

metal casings are properly earthed.  

 

 

5 steps on: 

How to assess the risks in your workplace 

Follow these five steps: 

STEP 1:  Look for the hazards 

STEP 2:  Decide who might be harmed and how. 

STEP 3: Evaluate the risks and decide whether the existing precautions are adequate 

or whether more should be done. 

STEP 4:  Record your findings. 

STEP 5:  Review your assessment and revise it if necessary. 

 

 

Don’t get overcomplicated. Usually the hazards are few and simple. Checking them is 

common sense, but necessary. You probably already know the hazards you will encounter in 

your work activity that could cause harm. If there is, then check that you have taken what 

reasonable precautions you can to avoid injury. 

 



Go row the boat to safer grounds
Teenager facing the front door, over shoulder view

But don't you know we're stronger now
Close up of the teen in the shower, water streaming down their back

My heart still beats and my skin still feels
Getting dressed, close up of trousers being put on in the bathroom, close of hands feeling down body.

My lungs still breathe, my mind still fears
Close up of teen putting on binder, door starts to open, and they try to keep it closed.

But we're running out of time
Oh, all the echoes in my mind cry
The door barges open, the dad looks at the teen with such disappointment, the teen hides their chest looking vulnerable. Close 
up of dad shouting . He spits on the teen. 

There's blood on your lies
Teen walks away from house, blood and bruises on teen.

The sky's open wide
 A teenage girl walks toward the teen over the shoulder of teen, hugs the teen and holds their face in their hands.

There is nowhere for you to hide
 The girl grabs teens handles and pulls them forward to runaway together.

The hunter's moon is shining
 They run through a door and as the chorus begins a new world appears.

I'm running with the wolves tonight
 Lovers in the forest, wearing a white flowing dress, running fast hand in hand

I'm running with the wolves
 Montage of beautiful surroundings

I'm running with the wolves tonight
 Close up of lovers running. they look so in love

I'm running with the wolves
 Close up of the flowing dresses

I'm running with the
Close up of the teens face, glitter down their eyes.

Trick or treat, what would it be?
Teen hidden behind a tree, focus on their hands touching the tree

I walk alone, I'm everything
Montage of the rocks and the flowers surrounding the area

My ears can hear and my mouth can speak
The two teens walk towards a lake and look into the water

My spirit talks, I know my soul believes
Fairy lights twinkle, the couple kiss

But we're running out of time
They splash in the water, play fighting with each other

Oh, all the echoes in my mind cry
They look around the wilderness, the water is silenT and still

There's blood on your lies
 They dance in the water, alone.

The sky's open wide
Hands and sleeves are dirty

There is nowhere for you to hide
They leave the lake, dragging themselves out of the water. Almost looks as if they’re on all fours.

The hunter's moon is shining
The moon is out

I'm running with the wolves tonight.
They run through the forest, fast.

I'm running with the wolves
Another person in all white is hidden behind a tree, they howl and start running too

I'm running with the wolves tonight
A pack of five people in white dresses are running through the forest

I'm running with the wolves
Quick snippets of the surroundings showing her fast they’re running

I'm running with the wolves tonight
They stop as they have reached a barrier, a dead end

I'm running with the wolves
They raised the teenager up as if they’re sacrificing them.

I'm running with the wolves tonighT
Close up of them all swaying while holding the teen up in the air

I'm running with the wolves



They lower the teenager onto the ground

(I'm running with the)
The teen has their eyes closed and opens them. Close up

A gift, curse
Flashback to their father shouting at them

They track and hurt
The teen in the shower alone, crying

Say can you dream
A cut 2 the teen being raised in the air by the pack

In nightmares seems
The teen Sat against their bathroom door, crying

A million voices, silent screams
 The group in the forest swaying with the teen

Where hope is left so incomplete
The teen alone in the lake looking into their reflection

I'm running with the wolves tonight
The packs start running through the forest without the teen, they come up to the teen and reach out their hands

I'm running with the wolves
The team looks to them with sadness and reaches to them

I'm running with the wolves tonight
They grabbed their hand and all start running together, they smile

I'm running with the wolves
They slow down as it rains and smile

I'm running with the wolves tonight
The group are all in the lake throwing water to each other, slow motion laughing

I'm running with the wolves
They dance in the lake and find their partner, the couple hugs each other

I'm running with the wolves tonight
The kiss in the lake, close ups of the surroundings

I'm running with the wolves
The couple are alone in the lake they look around and suddenly the person is alone

I'm running with the
The teenager is in the water floating alone.
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